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"LOGIC WILL GET YOU FROM A TO B. IMAGINATION WILL TAKE YOU EVERYWHERE" 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 

 

Dear Parents and Grandparents, hope you all had a lovely week! 

We are delighted to welcome Galit into TLC! She will be working on a full time basis and is greatly looking 

forward to working with your children! WELCOME GALIT!  

Now that the Mishkan has been built and completed, we told the children that the parsha of Vayikro 

begins with Hashem speaking to Moshe in the Mishkan. Hashem tells Moshe of the korbanos - the 

sacrifices that were an important part of the service in the Mishkan. In this Parsha we learn about various 

types of korbanos. Of course, this particular parsha was a little tricky to explain to the little ones so in a 

nutshell, we explained to them that if they do something that makes someone else feel sad and they 

understand that they were wrong, they must say sorry and do their very best to be their best self. We 

explained that it's sad to tell fibs or take something that doesn't belong to them and that honesty is the 

best policy! We thought this a good opportunity to discuss good manners too as having good manners is 

very important and we strengthen good manners while children are in our care so children will have a solid 

foundation on which to grow. 

I have super manners. Yes I do.   I can say Please …….and Thank you too. 

       When I play with friends, I like to share.         That's the way I show I care! 

(to the tune of 'I'm a Little Teapot) 

Monday: This morning we heard from the children lots of adventures to do with animals..... 

 "I went to the zoo with Annie. I saw a tiger. The tiger was shaking himself outside of the water. The 

lion was shaking his arms out. I see birds, they were pushing their fingers out. I see penguins and 

the zoo man was doing magic. I had lots of fun" - Layla 

 "I went to a camel farm. I went on a horse. There was a toy bus and it wasn't working. It was just 

me and my dad. I went somewhere special after. It had special balls and fireman Sam. The name 

was called Mister. It was near my house. I went with my mummy and Kiki" - Benji 

 "Daddy, mummy went somewhere, shop" - Natan 

 "I had a sleepover with my grandma. We sleep and we ate yoghurt. We ate fruit and we drank 

orange juice. Mummy was at home then she went out with daddy. It was fun" - Talya 

 "Buggy, cars" - Eitan 
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 "I played on the water. Stayed at home with my mummy" - Jake 

 "My went to a funfair with my mummy and my daddy and Emy. I sat on a camel. It was a big camel 

and I was high. My daddy was next to me. The camel was walking, no running. It had a necklace on 

and it was lots of colours. The camel was funny" - Samuel 

 "Daddy and mummy and Sam Sam. Funfair, moo, lions" - Emy 

 "I went to the park. I saw duckies. Black duckies. I gave the duckies peas. They were blue peas. I 

saw a squirrel, he hurt his head and he ran away. The sun was shining in the sky. I went with 

mummy and daddy and the baby" - Aaron 

 "Inside my daddy's car with Rebecca. Mummy was inside in the car. I went to my house and I eat 

grapes and I drink water" - Raphy 

 "I went Old Mcdonald farm I saw a coo moo moo. He was big, white and black. Baby Isaac see the 

moo moo cow" - Asher 

To coincide with the Sedra of the week we explained to the children about saying nice things and how to 

be nice. They had a poster in the shape of a bumble bee with the heading 'Bee Nice'. They took in turns to  

    

spin a bottle, and when the bottle stopped the child to where the bottle was pointing had to say a kind 

word or build a kind sentence and then a teacher would write what they said onto the poster labelled with 

their name! WHAT GREAT CIRCLE TIME FUN CHILDREN! 

Tuesday: Today is a birthday day! HIP HIP HOORAY! Happy 2nd Birthday to our Carmel. It's your birthday 

and you've turned two, we hope it's a great one in everything you do! Lots of love and cuddles from all 

your teachers and little friends at TLC Nishmas! X 

                                       

 

Today, to coincide with our 'under the sea' topic the children had to make 'Funny Fish Crackers' out of 

ingredients! Once again they had a template to look at and had to use those important concentration and  
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'have a go' skills and try to make a fish out of a cracker, sliced banana, cottage cheese, raisins and 

clementine segments. A couple of children took it further and decided to make their own 'theme' out of 

the ingredients which looked fantastic! We had not only funny fish but funny faces and a funny monkey! 

THAT WAS GREAT CHILDREN! 

    

 

Wednesday: YEY...time for Show & Tell...First up we had Shira Shaina with a great m&m toy "I do it with 

mummy when I go to my grandma. I press this button and he plays music, he plays the drums and look, he 

can dance across the table. He's a yummy man! (hahahaha)! He's yellow, blue, red, green, white, grey. 

These are all m&m's but I don't eat them, I just like the music!" SWEETIE THAT WAS GREAT! Then Joel had 

his doctor's set "I open, blue glasses and that I need that and that, (stethoscope) doctor" AND THEN 

DEMONSTRATES LISTENING, AND THEN PICKS UP GLASSES AND SCISSORS) WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then 

up came Raphy with a Willow Farm medal "I buy it. Mummy got it in the car. It's my medal. That's a horsie 

on it. It's blue. A horsie lives on a farm with a cow and a pig. I wear it on my head and show everyone" 

AND SO YOU SHOULD! WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then Emy had a JoJo book "It's mine, mummy reads it.  

     

That's Sam Sam (points at blue bunny). This is a tiger...red car. Birdie, green, red, yellow blue squares. 

That's Sam Sam's bunny. This is my Kitty. It's not your birdie, or mine" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Then Layla 

showed off her 'Mr Large in Charge' book "It's Mr Large in charge. Mummy write it. It says my name. The 
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daddy is doing the hoovering. Thses are putting things on each other. Mr Large found a Jolly tune and 

baby is brushing his arms out. They all get smaller here. It's a ball on the bed. I have a yellow one at home" 

GREAT JOB SWEETIE! Next up was Tal with her puzzle box SHE GOT ON THE FLOOR AND STARTED TO 

POP THE SHAPES INTO THEIR SLOTS! SUCH CONFIDENCE SWEETIE! Next we had Benji show off his 

frisbee "You can throw it like this (demonstrates throwing it). I can play with it outside. I got it at the funfair. 

I got two. The other one is yellow, this one is green. It flies across the room and it's really fast. Mummy and 

Kiki play with it too with me. Feel it (he told his teacher) it's hard but flippy floppy and it can go my head" 

WELL DONE SWEETIE! Next was Samuel with a fire truck "Mummy bought it for me from the shops. It's fire 

truck and it saves people from fire. It uses this (points at hose) and squirts people with water. All the fire 

goes away. This is the nee nor (points at the light) it goes on when it's driving really fast. I put it in my bed  

         

while I sleep. It's red, orange, black and grey. You do it like that (demonstrates it driving) and it goes really 

fast" SUPER SWEETIE! Next we had Natan with a Nerf pistol "It's a gun. It's green, orange. I shoot it at the 

ceiling and shoot on the window. I put it there (points where the foam bullet goes) and press this button 

(points at trigger). It goes da da da da da da" GREAT JOB SWEETIE! Then Amira showed off her baby doll 

"This is her dummy, it goes in her mouth. She's my baby but I don't know her name. I feed her, she likes 

scrambled egg and she sleeps in her cot. These are her eyes, they are blue. I give her a hug when she's 

crying like this (demonstrates hugging dolly)" AWW THAT'S LOVELY SWEETIE, WELL DONE! Then up came 

Rose with an interactive teddy "It's a dog and he's got blue ears, red nose. It's got purple writing here and 

when you press it music comes out. It sings ABC's. This is it's heart, look, it lights up.  It's feet are purple 

and blue, and  his hands are yellow and green. It's got loads of colours all over him and he sleeps in my 

bed" HE IS LOVELY! WELL DONE SWEETIE! Then the biggest fan of Paw Patrol, Jake, came up with his Paw  

     

Partol car "He rides on the water, down the slide. It's Paw Patrol. I play with daddy at home. It's red, blue, 

black and grey. These are his wheels and he goes really fast. It's mine" FANTASTIC SWEETIE! Next up was 

super hero Jack with his Superman and football figurines "He's called Spiderman...no Superman. This is his  
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flying. It's red. He stands like this (demonstrated arms crossed) with his head down. He's blue and red. 

Mummy and daddy got him. I play with it at home. This is....he plays football" WELL DONE JACK JACK! 

Then Yakira showed off her fluffy plush cat "It's my kitty cat, it's grey and pink. She has a baby too, it's a 

mummy kitty. I play with her at home with mummy and daddy. She's fluffy and she sleeps with me at 

home in my bed. Leanna plays with her too and my mummy. She says meow meow when she's hungry" 

SHE SUPER CUTE! WELL DONE KIKI! Then Judah came up showing off his scooter "ride to shops, fast with 

mummy" GREAT JOB SWEETIE!  WHAT LOVELY LOVELY EXPLANATIONS CHILDREN!  

Thursday: Today we explained a little about St. Patrick's Day to the children. We explained to them that it is 

a special day for everything to do with the country Ireland. We explained to the children that it is a large  

              

island near England and we have to cross the sea to get to it. We told the children that people all over the 

world celebrate St. Patrick's Day and they wear green clothes and eat special foods! We wanted to 

incorparate a simple science activity with St. Patrick's day so GUESS WHAT!....THE CHILDREN MADE FLUFFY 

GREEN SLIME AND THE CHILDREN LOVED THE FEEL OF IT!  

    

 

Friday: Shabbos Mummy & Daddy today are Layla & Jake 
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Book of the Week: If you give a frog a piece of matzah 

 PLEASE NOTE PARENTS THAT SHOW & TELL WILL NOW BE PAUSED UNTIL AFTER PESACH! WE 

HAVE BEGUN TO TALK VERY BRIEFLY ABOUT PESACH TO THE CHILDREN BUT NEXT WEEK AND 

AFTER THE CHILDREN WILL BE LEARNING ABOUT PESACH! 

 As we have many PAW PATROL fans at nursery we thought you’d like to know that PAW PATROL 

LIVE, The Great Pirate Adventure is on stage at SSE Arena Wembley on the 26th of August! 

 

Wishing you all a lovely Shabbos and weekend 

The TLC@Nishmas team 

Tracy, Becky, Paulette, Nikki, Megan, Naomi, Courtney, Kristina, Galit, Nasra and Selin 

 

 


